Cottenham Twenty Pence Site Report
In January and February 2011 Archaeology RheeSearch Group carried out magnetometry and
resistivity surveys on this site at the instigation of the Fen Edge Archaeology Group on the
basis of known Roman activity in the immediate vicinity (Bullocks Haste SAM ) and the
presence of the Car Dyke running through the site.
Members participating: Brian Bridgland, Marc Davies, Pat Davies, Liz Livingstone, Bruce
Milner, Ian Sanderson, Gill Shapland, Maureen Storey, Tony Storey.
Site liaison: Lucy Mutter & John Stanford.
Site conditions: Paddocks.
Equipment: Bartington 601 gradiometer; TRCIA 50cm twin probe.
Area covered:
Magnetometry
25 30 m × 30 m grids
Resistivity
six 30 m × 30 m grids, one 15 m × 30 m grid
Location: TL 470 699, Intersection of the Car Dyke and Cottenham Lode, Cottenham.

Location plan with survey areas
(resistivity survey area crosshatched, magnetometry area solid).
On the ground location points in m: Main field from gateposts to the E field N post to survey grid corner 6.40,
S post 10.22; to 30 m along S edge of survey from gateposts in S field boundary E post 15.18, W post12.58.
E field to SW survey grid corner from gateposts in S field boundary, W post 13.98, E post 15.31,from W field
boundary gateposts 6.16 from N post and10.09 from S gatepost; to SE corner 28.06 from E post and 31.36 from
W gate post.
S field to NE survey corner from gateposts in N fence, 6.40 from E post, 7.44 from W post; to NW corner from
gateposts in E boundary 8.80 from S post, 11.57 from N post. NE grid corner was 1.36 from the wire fence, SE
corner 2.68

Purpose of survey: To determine if any subsurface structures were
detectable which would indicate Roman or earlier activities on the site.

Results:
The images in this section are not to a common scale and are orientated for presentation.
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Resistivity raw results.
90 m x 60 (75) m

Resistivity high pass filtered results
90 m x 60 (75) m

Magnetometry
S Field 150 m x 60 m
(black high, white low)
±2 nT
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±50 nT
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E Field 90 m x 30 m
(black high, white low)
±3 nT
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E Field 90 m x 30 m
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Main Field 120 m x 90 m, ±4 nT (black high, white low)
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Main Field 120 m x 90 m, ±50 nT (black high, white low)

Results in site context

Magnetometry only

Resistivity (coloured) and magnetometry (greyscale)

N

Superimposition of resistivity and magnetometry results
Correlations
Magnetometry and resistivity detect different aspects of subsurface structures and should not
therefore be expected to show the same features. The differences and coincidences in what is
detected can sometimes add further information about those structures.
Discussion:
The results indicate an area of intense habitation and activity. The general orientation does
not seem to respect the line of the Car Dyke and can therefore be presumed to pre date its
construction which would suggest an Iron Age village. There were however only two circular
features detected which might be round houses which could indicate an Iron Age farmstead
adapting to the needs of the Roman incursion. The localisation of the peak values in the
magnetometry is particularly curious.
Raw data are available as data files.
Magnetometry readings: 8/m, 1 m separation.
Resistivity readings: 1 m interval, 1 m separation.
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